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Abstract: Programming education for beginners often employs online judges. Although this helps
improve coding skills, students may not obtain sufficient educational effects if the assignment is too
difficult. Instead of presenting a model answer to an assignment, this paper proposes an approach to
provide students with problems that have content and answer source code similar to the assignment.
The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated via an intervention experiment in a university lecture
course. The improvement in the number of correct answers is statistically significant compared to
the same course offered in a different year without the proposed system. Therefore, the proposed
approach should aid in the understanding of an assignment and enhance the educational effect.

Keywords: online judge; programming assignment; similar problem; recommendation system;
programming education; model answer; algorithm learning

1. Introduction

In programming education, students learn to understand and implement algorithms.
Online judges often support algorithm learning [1]. Online judges present the code spec-
ifications to be implemented to the students, receive students’ code submissions, and
determine whether the submitted code meets the specifications. Online judges can help
students improve their ability to read problem sentences, write code in consideration of
time and spatial complexities, and debug code.

Assignments and tasks must be selected appropriately to maximize the education
effect. Professors and teaching assistants can assist students with challenging exercise
tasks assigned during a lecture. However, individualized instruction is not an option
when students work on assignments or are working asynchronously. Consequently, if the
assignment being judged online is too difficult, students may quit without deep thinking
and not gain the desired learning effect.

Traditional online judges only evaluate whether the submitted code meets the specifi-
cations. They lack a mechanism to support students who cannot solve problems without
assistance. Although model answers may be helpful, assignments are often given for a
grade. In this situation, model answers to assignments are not published until after the
deadline. On the other hand, model answers are available anytime when an assignment
is not used to evaluate students’ academic performance. In this case, students tend to
read the model answers when facing challenging problems without deep thinking. Hence,
students have difficulty understanding the model answers deeply because there are no
opportunities to apply the model answers to other problems.
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Instead of providing a model answer for a difficult assignment, this paper proposes an
approach that shares the content of a problem similar to the assignment (hereafter, similar
problem) and an example of the answer source code of the similar problem (hereafter,
reference code). By reading and understanding the similar problem content and reference
code, students can learn how to solve challenging assignments. Because the assignment
answer code and reference code are similar but not identical, students must solve challeng-
ing assignments independently, even if they look at similar problems or reference code.
Thus, they are likely to understand assignments with the support of similar problems and
reference code.

To verify the effectiveness of our approach, we developed a system named Waseda
online judge recommender (WOJR). WOJR recommends similar problems, and it works
with an existing online judge named Waseda online judge (WOJ), which our university
employs. WOJR uses model answers for an assignment to search for similar problems
and their reference code, which are available in other online judges (hereafter, problem
repositories). These search results are presented as candidates to the professor. The
professor selects the appropriate similar problems and reference code. Students can then
read similar problems and reference code to better understand the implementation of
an algorithm concept. Therefore, students continue to learn without giving up on an
assignment.

This paper aims to answer the following two research questions (RQs):

RQ1. How many students view similar problems and reference code provided by WOJR?
RQ2. Does WOJR improve the number of correct answers in students’ assignments?

To answer these research questions, we conducted an intervention experiment, which
provided WOJR in a course on algorithm exercises using an online judge. We employed
Aizu Online Judge (AOJ) [2] as the problem repository to find similar problems and
reference code. We compared the course results using WOJR (intervention year) to the
same course without intervention (non-intervention year). The number of correct answers
in the intervention year is statistically improved compared to that in the non-intervention
year, suggesting that our approach can improve students’ understanding of an assignment
and enhance the educational effect.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We proposed an approach that finds similar problems based on the similarity between
model answers instead of the similarity of problem sentences to assist in students’
understanding of difficult assignments.

• We developed WOJR to implement the above approach.
• We conducted an intervention experiment and confirmed that students provided

statistically significantly more correct answers to assignments in the intervention year.

2. Recommendation System
2.1. Overview

In conventional courses where an assignment is solved after a lecture, the difference
in comprehension required to answer correctly can be very large. One option to overcome
this gap is to reduce the assignment difficulty. However, this changes the content and
may even reduce what can be learned. The proposed approach aims to reduce the gap
without changing the content by suggesting a problem and its correct answer similar to
the assignment.

WOJR helps professors provide appropriate similar problems and reference code to
students. Figure 1 shows an overview of the procedure by which WOJR helps professors.
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Figure 1. Procedure that selects similar problems and reference code with WOJR.

The scenario where a professor provides similar problems and reference code with
WOJR is as follows:

1. The professor creates an assignment and registers the answer code for the assignment
in WOJR.

2. WOJR presents candidates of similar problems (Figure 1(1)).
3. The professor selects some similar problems in WOJR (Figure 1(2)).
4. WOJR presents candidates of the reference code for each similar problem (Figure 1(3)).
5. The professor selects reference code (Figure 1(4)).
6. Students try to solve the assignment. When students fail to solve it, they read the

similar problems and the reference code.
7. Students solve the assignment using ideas from the reference code for the similar problems.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of WOJR and related systems. WOJ is an assignment
system at Waseda University, consisting of a web application and a database. WOJR
retrieves assignments through the WOJ database. We employ AOJ, which is an existing
online judge, as a problem repository. WOJR calls AOJ APIs to retrieve problems and
answer code. WOJR is also a web application with a database and a term frequency–inverse
document frequency (TF–IDF) module. The TF–IDF module calculates the similarity
between the assignment answer code and reference code.

Figure 2. Architecture of WOJR and the related systems. Solid line indicates the two components
communicate. Dotted line indicates a component links to webpages on another component.
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Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the page where students read a similar problem and
reference code. Note that the pages are written in Japanese and that we translated them
into English in this paper. Students can read problem sentences and open the source page
of the problem via a link. Students can also read reference code written in C, C++, and Java
by clicking the menu on the left side. Students can push the “Helpful” and “Not helpful”
buttons to give the professors feedback on whether the similar problem and reference code
are helpful or not.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the page where students read a similar problem and reference code. The url
in the figure is https://judge.u-aizu.ac.jp/onlinejudge/description.jsp?id=DPL_1_C (accessed on
25 February 2022).

The TF–IDF module calculates similarity scores between the assignment problem and
the candidates. WOJR presents similar problems and their reference code from the problem
repository for each assignment given by WOJ. Although WOJ is used in this study, WOJR
can also support other existing online judges or similar systems. WOJR currently supports
three programming languages: C, C++, and Java. WOJR provides students links to AOJ
webpages as the source of similar problems and reference code.

We assume that problems requiring similar solutions help students understand a
difficult problem and assume that the similarity of answer code is more important than
the similarity of problem texts from the perspective of similarity of solutions. For example,
Problem B helps students understand how to solve Problem A if the answer code contents
for Problems A and B are similar. Thus, WOJR calculates the similarity score between two
source code contents based on the TF–IDF method and cosine similarity. To determine the
similarity, we also consider the model answer code, the correct answer code of previous
learners, and the code fragment written by a professor as the answer code.

Although the TF–IDF method is traditionally used to calculate the similarity of docu-
ment genres, it has recently been used to detect code clones [3], to cluster submitted code in
competitive programming [4], and to extract characteristic parts in the source code [5]. The
TF value indicates the occurrence frequency of the word of interest in the target document.
The IDF value is the reciprocal of the occurrence frequency of the word of interest in the
document, which is set as a population. Thus, the TF–IDF value is calculated as the product
of the TF value and the IDF value [5]. WOJR calculates the TF–IDF value of each source
code using TfidfVectorizer of scikit-learn (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html, accessed on 25 February

https://judge.u-aizu.ac.jp/onlinejudge/description.jsp?id=DPL_1_C
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html
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2022). Although scikit-learn does not support distributed processing, the calculation
algorithm of the TF–IDF value can be implemented using distributed processing. If perfor-
mance issues occur in the future, we can employ a framework for distributed processing
(e.g., Spark).

2.2. Selection of Similar Problems

WOJR evaluates the candidates of similar problems (hereafter, similar problem candi-
dates) from two perspectives: (1) maximum and (2) average similarity between the answer
code of an assignment and a set of answer code of a similar problem candidate.

Suppose there is model answer code of an assignment (Figure 4) and answer code
of a similar problem candidate (Figure 5). WOJR implements the following procedure to
calculate similarity:

int add(int a, int b) {
return a + b;

}

Figure 4. Fragment of model answer code of an example assignment (adding two integers).

int subtract(int a, int b) {
return a − b;

}

Figure 5. Fragment of answer code of an example similar problem (subtracting two integers).

1. Divide each content of the answer code into tokens. A token consists of a set of
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, excluding blanks and separator symbols
(e.g., [(int), (add), (int), (int, add), (add, int), (int, add, int)] for Figure 4).

2. Count the frequency of each token (e.g., [(a) : 2, (a, int) : 1, (a, int, b) : 1, (add) :
1, (add, int) : 1, . . . ] for Figure 4).

3. Calculate a TF–IDF feature vector for each content of the answer code. Note that the
given answer code of the assignment and all the answer code in code repositories
are defined as a whole set of documents in the calculation of IDF values (e.g., [(a) :
0.14, (a, int) : 0.09, (a, int, b) : 0.17, (add) : 0.26, (add, int) : 0.31 . . . ] for Figure 4 when
the whole set consists of Figures 4 and 5).

4. Calculate the cosine similarity value between the content of the answer code of the
similar problem candidate and the answer code of the assignment.

5. Calculate the maximum and average similarity scores between each similar problem
candidate and the assignment based on the cosine similarity values.

6. Display two lists (one for the maximum and one for the average values) of the similar
problem candidates in descending order of similarity scores. Then, the professor
selects similar code.

Figure 6 explains steps 4–6 in detail using the assignment problem P1 and similar
problem code PX as an example. The professor can feed multiple contents of the answer
code of an assignment into WOJR. Consider the case where the professor feeds three answer
contents (e.g., P1-C1, P1-C2, and P1-C3) into WOJR and where a similar problem candidate
has three answer code contents (e.g., PX-C1, PX-C2, and PX-C3). There are nine possible
pairs of answer code contents of P1 and PX. The two similarity scores for each pair are
calculated as described above. Suppose each similarity ranges between 0.1 and 0.9. The
maximum and average values of the nine similarities are calculated as 0.9 and 0.5. The two
values are the similarity scores between P1 and PX.
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Figure 6. How to calculate problem similarity scores from a set of similarity scores between model
answer code and reference code.

The TF–IDF value depends on whether a pair of source code contains the same words
or not. Thus, TF–IDF is effective in finding a pair of source code that employs a specific
data structure (e.g., stack) and a specific algorithm (e.g., sort). However, it is difficult for
TF–IDF to find a source code pair with non-common words. In other words, TF–IDF cannot
consider structural similarity. For example, Figure 7 solves the same problem as Figure 4,
so the similarity score should be the highest. However, “addTwoValues”, “x”, and “y” are
different from “add”, “a”, and “b”, so the similarity score between Figures 4 and 7 is less
than the similarity score between Figures 4 and 5.

int addTwoValues(int x, int y) {
return x + y;

}

Figure 7. Fragment of answer code of a similar example problem whose similarity score is low.

There are also techniques that judge whether a pair of source code is structurally
similar or not. For example, plagiarism detection and code clone detection can consider
structural similarity. Since students who plagiarize other students’ source code rename
identifiers (e.g., variable names) to hide their plagiarism, plagiarism detection tools are
robust to wording [6]. Code clones are similar or identical fragments of code and are
classified into four types [7]. Since the types 2, 3, and 4 of code clones do not depend on the
names of identifiers, tools for detecting code clones are also robust to wording [6]. Although
plagiarism detection tools provide similarity scores, which can be alternatives to TF–IDF
scores, code clone detection tools do not provide similarity scores. Thus, we evaluate how
effectively plagiarism detection tools can find similar problems and reference code.

2.3. Selection of Reference Code

To recommend reference code candidates, WOJR calculates a score of the source code
metric, which indicates the simplicity of the source code. We assume that the seman-
tics of a simple code are easier to read and understand. We employ max(1000 − 10 ∗
[cyclomatic_complexity]− [the_number_o f _tokens], 0) as a metric based on both cyclomatic
complexity (CC) and the number of tokens. Although this metric can be replaced, the defi-
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nition of the metric is not the essence of this paper. There are two reasons for selecting this
metric. First, existing studies have shown that CC and software quality are correlated [8].
Second, students seem more likely to quit if the browsed code is long. Note that WOJR
excludes source code less than five lines to eliminate extreme code that aims to reduce the
source code by up to 1 byte.

The procedure to select reference code is as follows. First, the system registers the
source code on AOJ in the database in advance. WOJR uses an existing tool called Lizard
(https://github.com/terryyin/lizard, accessed on 25 February 2022) to calculate the metric
scores based on the CC and the number of tokens in each source code. WOJR stores the
calculation results in the database. If the professor requests reference code for a professor-
selected similar problem, the source code is presented as a list of reference code candidates
on the professor’s side in descending order of the metric score.

3. Evaluation
3.1. Experiment Settings

We conducted an experiment in a course centered on algorithm exercises at Waseda
University in Japan to evaluate WOJR. The control group took the course one year before
the intervention. The same professor taught both the intervention course (2019) and the non-
intervention course (2018) before COVID-19 became widespread. A total of 80 students and
89 students took the intervention and non-intervention courses, respectively. A prerequisite
for all students was completing an introductory course on algorithms. In the intervention
year, interventions occurred during the first five lectures. The questionnaire was prepared
by referencing the literature [9,10] and administered anonymously during the fifth lecture.

3.2. Results

We compared the number of correct answers between the non-intervention and inter-
vention courses. Of the 80 students enrolled in the intervention course, 52 (65%) students
completed the questionnaire, and 19 (23.8%) indicated that they used WOJR.

Table 1 shows the number of students with all correct answers and the average number
of correct answers by year. Although the difficulty of the assignments was the same in
the intervention year and the non-intervention year, some of the problems were slightly
different. The intervention involved nine problems, which were similar in both the non-
intervention and intervention years. Problems that were drastically different, too easy,
or whose reference code was too similar to the answer code of the assignments were
excluded. The average number of correct answers increased from 8.37 to 8.77, and the
average percentage of correct answers increased from 93.0% to 97.4%. This is about a
4.4% improvement. The percentage of students who answered all the problems correctly
increased from 79.8% to 91.3%. This is about an 11.5% improvement.

Table 1. Changes in the number of correct answers to all problems and the average number of
correct answers. Each year has nine problems. Problem contents are almost identical between the
intervention and non-intervention years.

Non-Intervention Year Intervention Year

Number of Students 89 80
Number of Students Who Answered All Problems Correctly 71 73
Average Number of Correct Answers 8.37 8.77
Percentage of Students Who Answered All Problems Correctly 79.8% 91.3%

A two-sided test was used in the Mann–Whitney U test [11] to verify whether the
difference was statistically significant. We used this test because it is unbiased in assuming
a normal distribution for the number of correct answers. This non-parametric test examines
significant differences between two unpaired groups without assuming a population
distribution. For the test, we used the number of correct answers. Since the two groups
took the course in different years, there is no correspondence. A significance level of 0.05,

https://github.com/terryyin/lizard
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which is generally used in education, was employed. The obtained p-value was 0.033. Thus,
the number of correct answers improved significantly in the intervention year compared to
that in the non-intervention year.

In the questionnaire, we asked only the students who answered that they used WOJR
what they liked, and what they would improve. We received responses from six students,
which are summarized below:

• There is a similar problem whose statement is difficult to understand.
• It was helpful to refer to similar problems and algorithms with similar ideas.

We also asked all the students what kind of functionality they wanted. We received
responses from 6 students who used WOJR and 14 students who did not use WOJR, which
are summarized below:

• I want the degree of similarity with the assignment to increase.
• Please explain the algorithm using figures.

3.3. Examples of Assignments, Similar Problems, and Reference Code

Here, we show examples of assignments, similar problems, and reference code. The
first example is calculating the number of routes in a rectangular area by dynamic program-
ming. Figure 8 shows the model answer written in C. WOJR offered similar candidates,
and the knapsack problem was adopted in the experiment. Figure 9 shows the reference
code provided by WOJR. Since the model answer and reference code are similar, students
can use these as references to solve the assignment.

for (int i = 0; i < H; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < W; j++) {

if (ok[i][j] == ’X’) continue;

if (i != 0) dp[i][j] += dp[i−1][j];
if (j != 0) dp[i][j] += dp[i][j−1];

}
}

Figure 8. Fragment of model answer code of example assignment 1 (calculating the number of routes
in a rectangular area by dynamic programming) written in C.

for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
for (j = 0; j <= W; j++) {

if (w[i] > j) dp[i+1][j] = dp[i][j];
else dp[i+1][j] = max (dp[i][j], dp[i+1][j−w[i]]+v[i]);

}
}

Figure 9. Fragment of reference code of similar problem 1 (solving the knapsack problem by dynamic
programming) written in C.

The second example is as follows: “Given a sequence, select the pair with the smallest
difference and output the absolute value of their difference.” Figure 10 shows the code
for part of the answer example for this assignment. WOJR was given a similar problem:
“Given a sequence, output minimum, maximum, and their total values.” Figure 11 shows
the code for part of the answer. There is enough similarity that the reference code may be
helpful for the assignment.
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int result = abs(a[0]−a[1]);
for(int i=0; i<n; i++) {

for (int j=i+1; j<n; j++) {
result = min(result, abs(a[i] − a[j]));

}
}
cout << result << endl;

Figure 10. Fragment of model answer code of example assignment 2 (selecting the pair with the
smallest difference from the given array) written in C.

int result = a[0];
for(int i=1; i<n; i++){

result = min(result, a[i]);
}
cout << result;

Figure 11. Fragment of reference code of similar problem 2 (selecting the minimum value from the
given array) written in C.

3.4. Similarity Metrics and Problem Repositories

TF–IDF considers the similarity of token sequences, but it does not consider structural
similarity. The structural similarity may also be effective in finding similar problems and
reference code. JPlag is the most famous plagiarism detection tool that considers the
structural similarity, and it can show similarity scores [6,12]. Thus, we compared TF–IDF
with JPlag in the second experiment.

The size of a set of problem repositories may affect WOJR performance because WOJR
cannot recommend similar problems and reference code that do not exist in the problem
repositories. We conducted the first WOJR experiment with AOJ, but AtCoder is larger
than AOJ, and the submitted code is also available in AtCoder. Thus, we also compared
AOJ with AOJ and AtCoder.

To evaluate how the similarity metrics and the sizes of problem repositories affect
WOJR performance, we implemented the two similarity metrics (TF–IDF and JPlag) for
Python language. We also made WOJR support the two sets of problem repositories (AOJ
and AOJ + AtCoder). WOJR supports the two aggregation operators (maximum and
average) to calculate a similarity score of a similar problem from similarity scores between
answer code and reference code candidates. We selected the top five similar problems with
reference code with respect to each combination of the two similarity metrics, the two sets
of problem repositories, and the two aggregation operators. Note that we excluded too
similar (almost same) problems from the top five similar problems because students can
change the reference code of the problem to the model answer code easily without thinking.

We selected all the nine problems that we used in the intervention experiment and
added the six problems that we did not use in the intervention experiment but the professor
provided after the interventions in his lecture. Since we expected that TF–IDF would not
be suitable to find similar code that had few common words but a similar structure, we
selected the six problems that asked about tree and graph algorithms. Contrary to TF–IDF,
we expected that JPlag could find structurally similar code for tree and graph algorithms.
Table 2 shows the algorithms (or data structures) that selected assignment problems require
students to implement.

We recruited a programming lecturer who is an expert in algorithms and data struc-
tures. The authors and the lecturer judged whether or not each similar problem with
reference code recommended by each combination was valid for students with the follow-
ing standard. For example, General 1 requires students to implement a stack. If problems
require other data structures, such as a pure array or a queue, the problems are not similar
to General 1.
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• Both an assignment problem and a similar problem require the same algorithm or
data structure.

• A similar problem is simple and easy to understand. It is not too difficult in comparison
to an assignment problem.

Table 2. Algorithms that selected assignment problems require students to implement.

Assignment Algorithm or Data Structure

General 1 Stack
General 2 Doubly linked list
General 3 Binary search
General 4 Set
General 5 Divide and conquer
General 6 Enumerating 2-combinations
General 7 Depth-first search
General 8 Subset sum problem (dynamic programming)
General 9 Recursion
Tree 1 Tree traversal
Tree 2 Binary search tree
Tree 3 Max heap
Graph 1 Minimum spanning tree
Graph 2 Dijkstra’s algorithm
Graph 3 Union find

Table 3 shows the numbers of valid similar problems with reference code. The authors
and the lecturer agreed with the results. The maximum value of a cell is five because we
selected the top five similar problems. The total number of similar problems with reference
code including duplication is 600 (15 × 5 × 2 × 2 × 2) since there are combinations of the
15 problems, the top 5 similar problems, the 2 similarity metrics (TF–IDF and JPlag), the
2 sets of problem repositories (AOJ and AOJ + AtCoder), and the 2 aggregation operators
(maximum and average). Overall, both TF–IDF with only AOJ using the average operator
and TF–IDF with AOJ and AtCode using the maximum operator are the most capable of
providing similar problems.

Table 3. Numbers of valid similar problems with reference code with respect to each combination of
the two similarity metrics, the two sets of problem repositories, and the two aggregation operators.
The highlighted cells indicate that the combination is the best performing.

Average Max

Assignment TF–IDF
(AOJ)

TF–IDF
(All)

JPlag
(AOJ) JPlag (All) TF–IDF

(AOJ)
TF–IDF

(All)
JPlag
(AOJ) JPlag (All)

General 1 4 5 0 0 3 5 0 0
General 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
General 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
General 4 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 1
General 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
General 6 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
General 7 2 1 4 4 2 3 3 3
General 8 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
General 9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Tree 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
Tree 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 1
Tree 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Graph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Graph 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 3
Graph 3 2 2 1 2 3 5 2 5
Total 20 18 11 11 16 20 14 17
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We also recruited a student who was studying computer science at a university, and
asked him whether each similar problem with reference code was helpful for him to solve
the assignment problems or not. Table 4 shows the results. Overall, TF–IDF with only AOJ
using the maximum operator is the best, but the difference in the number of Yes answers is
only one in comparison to the others using the maximum operator.

Table 4. A summary indicating whether each similar problem with reference code is helpful to solve
the assignment problem or not. Yes and No indicate helpful and not helpful, respectively. Nothing
indicates that no valid similar problem exists. The highlighted cells indicate that only one of TF–IDF
or JPlag found helpful similar problems among the results of the average and maximum operators.

Average Max

Assignment TF–IDF
(AOJ)

TF–IDF
(All)

JPlag
(AOJ) JPlag (All) TF–IDF

(AOJ)
TF–IDF

(All)
JPlag
(AOJ) JPlag (All)

General 1 No No Nothing Nothing Yes Yes Nothing Nothing
General 2 Yes Yes Nothing No Nothing Nothing Yes No
General 3 Yes Yes Nothing Nothing Yes Yes Yes Yes
General 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
General 5 Yes Yes Nothing Nothing Yes Yes Nothing Nothing
General 6 Yes Yes Nothing Nothing Yes No No No
General 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
General 8 Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing No Nothing Yes
General 9 Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing No Nothing Nothing Nothing
Tree 1 Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing No Nothing No Nothing
Tree 2 No No No Nothing Nothing Nothing No No
Tree 3 Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Yes Yes Nothing Nothing
Graph 1 Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing Nothing
Graph 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Nothing Yes Yes
Graph 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Number of Yes 8 8 4 4 9 7 6 6

TF–IDF found helpful similar problems for General 1, General 5, General 6, and
Tree 3, but JPlag did not find similar problems for them. JPlag wrongly recommended
non-similar problems for General 1, General 5, General 6, and Tree 3, which requires
students to implement array manipulation (not stack), aggregation operations such as
average or maximum (not divide and conquer), finding an integer pair whose difference is
a given integer (difficult version of enumerating 2-combinations), and comparison of array
items (not max heap), respectively. In contrast, JPlag provided a helpful similar problem
for General 8, but TF–IDF did not find helpful similar problems for it. TF–IDF wrongly
recommended non-similar problems for General 8, which requires students to implement a
calculator of number of cases using dynamic programming (not subset sum problem).

4. Discussion
4.1. RQ1: How Many Students View Similar Problems and Reference Code Provided by WOJR?

Of the 80 students in the intervention year, 19 used WOJR, which is about 25% (RQ1).
Although 25% seems like a small percentage, not all students were expected to use WOJR
because it is a support mechanism for students who cannot solve the assignments. As-
suming that both groups had a constant percentage of students who answered all the
assignments correctly (Table 1), 79.8% of the students in the intervention year should not
require intervention to answer all the assignments correctly. Hence, we estimated that
about 20% of students would be unable to solve all the problems by themselves. Thus, the
fact that about 25% of the students used WOJR indicates that it was accessed appropriately.

4.2. RQ2: Does WOJR Improve the Number of Correct Answers in Students’ Assignments?

Our analysis included all the students enrolled in the course, even those who did not
use WOJR, to minimize the effect of two biases. The first bias is that WOJR is more valuable
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for students who cannot solve the problems by themselves. We speculated that students
who did not use WOJR would tend to have low skills and low academic performance with
respect to the first bias. The second bias is that enthusiastic students are more likely to try
using new systems and methods, including WOJR. We hypothesized that such students
would have high skills and academic performance due to their high learning motivation.
Consequently, we included all enrolled students to eliminate these two biases.

Compared to the non-intervention year, the average number of correct answers in-
creased by about 0.4 for the nine assignments in the intervention year, which is about a
4.4% improvement in the correct answer rate. There is a statistically significant difference
between the non-intervention year and intervention year, indicating that WOJR improved
the number of correct answers (RQ2). The percentage of students who answered all the
problems correctly increased by about 11.5%. The value of 11.5% is relatively large.

In general, improving the number of correct answers by providing similar problems
and answers does not necessarily mean an educational effect because similar problems
may work just as hints. However, we consider this improvement an educational effect for
the following three reasons.

(1) The selected reference code differed from the answer code of the assignment. There-
fore, students must solve assignments by understanding similar problems and reference
code, and then applying the knowledge to the assignment. (2) Difficult problems still make
students think deeply even if similar problems and reference code are provided. For exam-
ple, famous programming contests like the ACM International Collegiate Programming
Contest (ICPC) allow contestants to read any materials, including similar problems and
reference code. The number of correct answers to ICPC problems can precisely reflect the
contestant’s programming skills, that is, the better contestants can solve more ICPC prob-
lems. (3) Worked examples, including similar problems and reference code, are well studied.
Many researchers have revealed the educational effects of worked examples [13–16]. For
example, Hattie found that the effect size of educational effects of worked examples was
0.57 (The latest analysis of Hattie (https://visible-learning.org/wp-content/uploads/2018
/03/VLPLUS-252-Influences-Hattie-ranking-DEC-2017.pdf, accessed on 25 February 2022)
shows the effect size is 0.37) [17].

On the other hand, a ceiling effect is likely to exist because about 80% of the students
solved all the assignments correctly before the intervention. Targeting more challenging
assignments should increase the improvement rate of WOJR.

4.3. Similarity Metrics and Problem Repositories

We considered three factors in WOJR performance: the two aggregation operators, the
two similarity metrics, and the two sets of problem repositories.

In the second experiment, the maximum operator is better overall than the average
operator since the average operator is not robust to noisy reference code. For example, if
a similar problem contains several submissions of very similar reference code and many
submissions of not similar reference code, the average operator concludes that the problem
is not similar. In JPlag, this tendency is remarkable. The number of helpful similar problems
of JPlag with average and maximum operators are four and six, respectively.

We also find that the set of AOJ and AtCoder is overall better than only AOJ with
respect to the number of valid similar problems since the size of the set is larger than the
size of only AOJ when we employ the maximum operator. In our dataset, the numbers of
problems in AOJ and AtCoder are 1222 and 2656, respectively. Since the average operator
is not robust to noise, the differences in the repository sets are small when we employ the
average operator. However, we find no clear difference in the repository sets with respect
to the number of helpful similar problems. Thus, we conclude that AOJ alone is enough to
find helpful similar problems.

Although the number of valid similar problems found by TD–IDF is higher than
JPlag, there is one assignment problem for which only JPlag can find a helpful similar
problem. The goal of the assignment problems in the lecture is to help students learn

https://visible-learning.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/VLPLUS-252-Influences-Hattie-ranking-DEC-2017.pdf
https://visible-learning.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/VLPLUS-252-Influences-Hattie-ranking-DEC-2017.pdf
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representative data structures and algorithms in computer science. These data structures
and algorithms have well-known names such as stack, heap, queue, and sort. TF–IDF tends
to outperform JPlag when finding similar problems for such data structures and algorithms.
However, some algorithms such as dynamic programming (e.g., General 8) do not have a
specific keyword in source code. It is difficult for TF–IDF to find similar problems for such
algorithms. Therefore, we conclude that we should employ multiple similar metrics and
merge multiple sets of found similar problems to deal with various algorithms.

4.4. Questionnaire Results

Finally, we considered the free responses to the questionnaire. Some students found
referring to problems with similar ideas helpful, suggesting that WOJR worked as designed.
However, other students commented that the problem statement for a similar problem was
difficult to understand. The reason may be because AOJ was adopted as the search destina-
tion for similar problems, and AOJ contains many past problems such as the ACM ICPC,
which have problem statements written in a complicated manner. Therefore, expanding
the problem collection during the search for similar problems may overcome this issue.

There are two possible factors influencing the low similarity to the assignments. The
first factor is the problem set. As mentioned above, AOJ contains many problems from
past programming contests, some of which are complex. Since this course deals with more
straightforward problems than those in programming contests, no similar appropriate
problems may exist. Therefore, extending problem repositories containing less complex
problems may improve the results. The second factor is the similarity calculation method.
WOJR calculates the similarity of the problem using the similarity of the source code via
TF–IDF. The experiment revealed very few similar problems related to tree structures and
graphs because their code tends to have diverse tokens, and TF–IDF does not work well
in such a situation. Because TF–IDF mainly reflects the token similarity, calculating the
similarity utilizing existing code clone detection techniques [18–20], which consider the
structural viewpoint, may improve the performance. In the second experiment, there
are helpful similar problems that only TF–IDF can find, and ones that only JPlag can
find. Therefore, we think we need to combine multiple similarity metrics to recommend
similar problems.

A two-step narrowing may be necessary since the calculation cost of similarity consid-
ering the structural viewpoint is generally high. The similar problem candidates should
be initially narrowed using the similarity, which has a small calculation cost. Then, the
final candidates should be determined from the narrowed candidates, which have a higher
calculation cost.

Finally, some students indicated that they would like an explanation of the algorithm.
Existing online judges only contain problems and answer code. Consequently, such an
explanation is beyond the scope of WOJR.

5. Limitations

This study has three limitations: (1) requirements for students, (2) the dependencies of
the diversity in the problem repositories, (3) the professors’ skills, and (4) threats to validity.

WOJR provides similar problems and reference code. Students must have the skills to
understand the given problems and code to utilize them to solve assignments. Otherwise,
the educational effects of WOJR are very limited.

WOJR recommends similar problems and reference code from the given problem
repositories. The educational effects of WOJR depend on the quality of similar problems
and reference code. In other words, the educational effects depend on the content diversity
in the problem repositories. If problem repositories do not contain a similar problem, then
WOJR is ineffective. Adding more problem repositories should overcome this issue.

Professors select similar problems and reference code from the system-selected prob-
lems and code in WOJR. In addition, the recommended system-selected problems corre-
spond to the query code fed by the professor into WOJR. The educational effect depends on
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the quality of the professor-selected problems and the code. Consequently, the professors’
skills impact the educational effect.

Threats to Validity

We compared the results of a course taught by the same professor in two different years
(2018 and 2019). The students in each course did not represent the same population because
the courses were offered in different years. Additionally, the contents and assignments
varied slightly by year. These differences are threats to internal validity. To alleviate this,
the experiment should be repeated by splitting students enrolled in the same course for a
given year into intervention and non-intervention groups.

This experiment was conducted in a university setting. It is unclear if similar results
will be obtained for other populations (e.g., different ages, regions, and educational institu-
tions). This is a threat to external validity. To alleviate this threat, the experiment should be
repeated while targeting different populations.

We experimented with a set of the same assignments in a course. It is also unclear
if similar results will be obtained for other assignments. This is another threat to exter-
nal validity. To alleviate this threat, the experiment should be repeated using different
target assignments.

6. Related Work

Many studies have helped students learn algorithms. In particular, various visual-
ization approaches have been proposed [21–28]. The existing studies provide students
with visualization tools to help them understand how algorithms work. WOJR provides
similar problems and reference code to help students learn how to solve problems (mainly
algorithm problems). The existing studies can be combined with WOJR to understand how
reference code solves similar problems.

We focus on online judges, and there are various studies related to online judges.
Wasik et al. surveyed existing studies related to online judges and classified online judges
according to their principal objectives [29]. We can classify our approach as enhancing edu-
cation in their taxonomy. Fonte et al. proposed an evaluation method for online judges [30].
The method can grade partially correct answers by calculating semantic similarity between
expected outputs and outputs generated by the submission code. Combéfis et al. proposed
a taxonomy of educational programming games and classified several online programming
games and platforms, including online judges [31]. Although those studies and our study
have the same goal of enhancing programming education, the approaches are different and
can be integrated.

There are also studies that proposed methods for presenting existing correct submis-
sion code and repairing wrong submission code automatically based on the analysis of
existing correct submission code or model answer code. Fujiwara created a source code
presentation system called TAMBA [4]. TAMBA presents the correct answer code submitted
by another learner when the online judge determines that the submitted answer does not
meet the specifications. Wang et al. proposed a data-driven program repair framework to
automate the repair of wrong submission code by leveraging a large amount of available
student submission code [32]. Parihar et al. proposed a tool named Clara, which generates
repair patches as small as possible by clustering correct submissions [33]. Perry et al. pro-
posed a new clustering algorithm for student submissions of programming assignments,
and their approach outperforms Clara [34]. Hu et al. proposed a tool named Refactory,
which generates repair patches by refactoring model answer code with a smaller amount of
correct submission code [35]. Although those approaches help students solve challenging
programming problems, we consider them to be an extension of providing model answer
code, and they may hinder deep thinking. Since we avoid providing model answer code,
those approaches’ concept is different from ours.

Recommendation systems have emerged to extract helpful information from too
much information. In the field of education, recommendation systems are proposed
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to recommend educational resources to students. Urdaneta-Ponte et al. conducted a
systematic review of studies in recommendation systems for education [36]. The review
included 98 articles from a total of 2937 found in primary databases. The survey paper
referred to the study of Prisco et al., which recommends programming problems [37]. The
comprehensive study of [37] employed ELO rating to recommend programming problems
whose difficulties are appropriate [38]. Yera et al. proposed a recommendation system
for programming problems using collaborative filtering [39]. Although recommendation
systems for programming education exist, to the best of our knowledge, WOJR is the first
system for recommending similar problems based on the similarity between model answer
code and reference code.

As described in Section 2, there are alternative metrics to calculate similarity scores. No-
vak et al. conducted a systematic review of studies in plagiarism detection [6]. Plagiarism
detection tools can find similar code from other students’ code, and they can also show sim-
ilarity scores. The authors identified the top five most known tools: JPlag [12], MOSS [40],
Plaggie [41], SIM-Grune [42], and Sherlock-Warwick [43]. JPlag was compared the most
in the reviewed papers [6], and it can consider structural similarity. Ragkhitwetsagul et al.
evaluated 30 code similarity detection techniques and tools, including JPlag [44]. They
found that JPlag was good overall and that JPlag offered the highest performance on boiler-
plate code. Therefore, we employed JPlag as an alternative metric to calculate similarity
scores in the second experiment.

In another direction, there are studies that encourage students to think deeply. Cutts et al.
reported a supplementary course with voluntary participation using paper and pencil called
Thinkathon [45]. The authors found that some students submit answer code repeatedly
without thinking deeply. The authors suggested that students who heavily relied on
computers would have more profound learning by solving problems on paper. Yuan et
al. offered a hybrid pair programming course [46]. Due to the differing abilities between
pairs in pair programming, often, one student solved the tasks while the other did not
think deeply. To overcome the issue, Yuan et al. proposed hybrid pair programming where
students solved a problem individually, and then they solved an advanced version of the
problem via pair programming.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

A lasting education effect may not be realized if the assignment is too difficult when
using an online judge. Although model answers can help overcome this issue, they may lead
to two subsequent problems. First, model answers cannot be used prior to the assignment
deadline if the assignment is for an academic grade. Second, students using model answers
tend to feel they understand without thinking deeply. To address these issues, we propose
an approach that recommends problems and reference code with content similar to the
assignment. To evaluate our approach, we implemented a system, which incorporates our
approach, and experimented in a university course.

The number of correct answers during the intervention year showed a statistically
significant improvement compared to the non-intervention year. The experiment suggested
that our approach can reduce assignment difficulty and improve the educational effect.
However, the student evaluation questionnaire noted two areas of improvement for our
system. First, the degree of similarity between the assignment and the displayed problem
should increase. Second, the comprehensibility of the problem sentence of the displayed
problem should be enhanced.

We intend to refine our experiment design because the number of correct answers
before the intervention was too high in the target course. Thus, the ceiling effect may have
influenced the experiment results. Conducting a similar experiment in a different course
where the number of correct answers prior to the intervention is low may reveal a more
substantial educational effect.
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